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Build Your Own Vacuum Former Machine
Now you can make your own light industrial vacuum form machine. Save thousands by making your
own! One set of plans shows you how to build a machine with your choice of size:
2 x 2 foot (.6 x .6 meters)
2 x 3 foot (.6 x .9 meters)
2 x 4 foot (.6 x 1.2 meters)
If you have researched vacuum form machines then you will know that machines of this size cost more
than $7,000 -- if you can find one. Now you can get into medium format vacuum-forming for a fraction
of the cost. Perfect for model-makers, inventors, design studios, theaters, special effects companies,
etc... Make your own display models, signs and even produce production quality parts.
Construction Plans -- Now only available on CD. Here is what you get! Complete dimensioned drawings
of each part, plus assembly drawings where needed. Includes sources for a all parts, a Bill of Materials,
photos, and diagrams throughout. Whenever purchased parts are used, sources are given along with
complete specifications and advice on how to make substitutions. Not only will you learn how, but you
will also learn why it works, The sections on vacuum system and oven installations are filled with
practical information on installing using and customizing these elements. Finally the section on
operation will have you up and running fast, useful tips on troubleshooting, common problems, and
advice on choosing the right plastics.
VAC-01CD
VAC-02CD

Hobbie-Vac Vacuum Former Machine Plans
Proto form Vacuum Former Machine Plans

$39.95
$74.95

NOTE: We do not sell completed machines, plastic or the parts. The plans do come with some excellent
source lists.
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